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Welcome to the second edition of DRAAD magazine.

First of all I want to thank you for the incredibly nice responses we received 
following the first issue of this magazine. Starting a magazine is always a gam-

ble but starting one in the middle of a worldwide crisis is a big leap into the 
unknown. I think I can speak for the whole team when I say that we were a bit 

confounded by it.

Issue two of DRAAD magazine is, just like no 1, mainly focused on inspiration, 
and less on guiding you step by step.

From the beautiful city of Amsterdam, which I haven’t visited for almost a year 
now, I wish you a great summer and I hope to hear from you somewhere in the 

middle of September.

All the best

Peter Sikking

DRAAD magazine is part of a platform where flytiers can showcase their work
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Guests for this issue of DRAAD magazine are: 

From Russia: Evgenii Borovin
Sweden: James Lund
Argentina: Lucas Utrera
Russia: Andrew Denisenko
and from the US: Bo Wentworth



James Lund

I’m 41 years old; I live in Stockholm, Sweden, with my girlfriend and our 
two daughters. In my professional life I work as a musician, singer and ac-
tor, mostly in stage productions.
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https://www.instagram.com/onceandaway
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Like many Scandinavians I have been fishing from a young age. I spent 
most of my early fishing days on the beautiful west coast of Sweden, for 
the simple reason that I was born and raised there. 

I took up fly fishing some six years ago, and for the last three years now I 
have also started to tie flies. This last year, with the pandemic hitting hard 
on theatres, as with other public venues, fly tying and photography have 
really been a way for me to express my creativity and at the same time, to 
learn new things. In a time that every stage, one after the other, closed, it 
has kept my mind busy, and instead of falling into a depression, I managed 
to stay on top of my life.

STAYING ON TOP

When it comes to fly tying I love to work with natural materials, such as 
deer hair, cdc, snowshoe hare; I like to think that these materials breathe 
life into flies. I do occasionally use foam and other synthetic materials, but 
they need to thoroughly mesh with the other materials I use for me to real-
ly like them.

NATURAL

I also like to tie in a semi-realistic way, such as making wings origami style, 
adding eyes to insect imitations, and other things that may not be neces-
sary for fishing. But I like it. It gives me pleasure to tie a fly that I can consi-
der a real eye catcher seductively hanging on the end of my leader.

PLEASURE

The Grandiose

Hook: Ahrex 571 s.8
Body and wings: Cdc, deer hair, hare dubbing.
Thorax/legs: Chamois, snowshoe hare, cdc
Eyes: Melted mono with Gulff black
Antennas: Moose
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I mostly tie fishing flies but sometimes I like to step away 
from the obvious and challenge myself. Letting out what I 
hope is creativity, and let it flow freely. Sometimes the end 
product is really satisfying, at other times not so much. 
The main thing is that these are the best learning moments.
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James Lund

Since January 2021 I’m taking photos with a mirrorless camera with a macro lens. The creative 
process of photographing flies is something I truly enjoy. It’s challenging and I learn new things 
with every fly. Sometimes my vision actually works; and sometimes it fails and I need to come 
up with something else to present the fly the way I like it. 



Fabien Moulin

Fabien Moulin

My name is Fabien Moulin and I am 
originally from Switzerland. 
I have lived in Norway for the last 11 years.

My passions are fly fishing and fly tying. 
I have won Gold, Silver, and Bronze Awards in 
the Fly Dressers Guild; I also participated in in-
ternational fly tying contests and ended on the 
podium three times. 

My priorities in fly tying are mastering tech-
niques, history, materials; and of course fishing 
with my own flies…
I sleep, breathe and think fly tying.
Fly tying is fantastic

https://www.instagram.com/fiske_i_marka/




The Alexandra, or Lady of the Lake, as it was then called, was introduced 
some time around 1860. It was re-named in honour of Princess Alexandra.

There seems to be a bit of doubt about who created it. Some think it was 
W.G. Turle, of Newton Stacey; others that it was Dr. John Brunton, inventor 
of the Brunton's Fancy. (Another immortal pattern).

The Alexandra is essentially a lake fly. I do not say that it will not fish well 
on a river, but its old name - Lady of the Lake - infers that it was originally 
tied for stillwater fishing. And I must say that indeed it enjoyed a much bet-
ter reputation on lochs and lakes than it did on running water.

At one point in time it was such a popular and successful pattern that its 
use was literally banned on certain waters!
However, like many of the really 'in vogue' patterns of yesteryear, the use 
and popularity of the Alexandra declined to the extent that it has basical-
ly disappeared from the anglers flyboxes. The Lady has indeed fallen from 
grace...

Yet a graceful pattern it remains. I have always associated the Alexandra 
with Christmas. Its colours reflecting the vivid greens, reds and silvers of 
the season! And who knows, perhaps, like the phoenix, the Alexandra may 
find acceptance once again following a rediscovery by the anglers of tomor-
row.

text thanks to flyanglers online

'My lady'
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My name is Andrew Denisenko and about 3 years ago I be-
came interested in fly fishing and fly tying. For me fly fishing 
is more than just an other way to catch fish. It is increasingly 
becoming a way of life.

The never-ending learning curve is a great way to unleash 
my creativity and express myself on and off the water.
And certainly the most important factor of all;
I enjoy it a lot!

Andrew Denisenko

https://www.instagram.com/andrewsvet75




Hook - FlyFisher 4929BL
Thread- Semperfli nano silk 12/0, black
Body- lead wire + black nymph skin + oval  silver tinsel 
(Uni-french small) 
Rib - black wire 0.18 Hends
Wing - Coq de Leon feather (origami) 
Thorax - slf dubbing brown 
Legs -  hare's fur from the back
Horns- cape feathers
Eyes - burned line under GULFF dirty oil. 





Andrew Denisenko



Svend Diesel

Erik is a husband and a father of 3. Al-
though relatively new to fly fishing and fly 
tying, he quickly developed a passion for 
both and became instantly addicted.  His 
family and friends grew tired of seeing and 
hearing about his new obsession so the 
“Svenddiesel” Instagram account was crea-
ted, using his high school nickname.

“I don’t know why, but fly tying just makes sense 
to me. For me, it’s a way to unwind from my dai-
ly routines, and an activity wherein I can make a 
start-to-finish product in a matter of minutes; or 
sometimes a few hours.” 

Erik has pushed himself with fly challenges, put 
himself a goal of tying a different fly every day 
for several years, and is always on the lookout 
for new materials to try and fool the pickiest of 
fish.  He is known on social media as someone 
who has fun with tying and the sport as a whole, 
but also loves to fish.

https://www.instagram.com/svenddiesel/


'I am sexy and I know it'



Recipe: 145 mm!!
Hook (rear): Ahrex TP 610 size 2

Hook (main): Ahrex TP 615 size 2/0 x 3
        Note: 2 hooks were cut and modified to make a tre-
ble hook with the addition of Semperfli Nano Silk and J-B 

Weld epoxy.
Shanks: Spawn Fly Fish Shanks 15mm x 2 and 20 mm x 1

Thread: Semperfli Nano Silk 6/0 black
Tail and Body: Whiting Farms Hebert Miner Unique Vari-

ant Saddle
Head: Spawn Fly Fish Crew Boss – Silver 



Initially, this fly was created as a joke, but it is a pat-
tern I fell in love with and one of my favorite ties.
  
I wanted to evoke some laughs throwing a massive 
treble hook on a classic all-feather gamechanger.  
When I couldn’t find one large enough in my hook 
arsenal, I decided  to make my own.  

Some tiers don’t like tying al-feather gamechangers, 
but for me it’s very therapeutic. It is not a fly to be 
rushed, but one that definitely catches fish.  



5 TIPS TO START SELLING YOUR OWN FLIES

The COVID-19 pandemic is still rampant at the moment and is, in addition to illness and death, also causing a lot of financial misery. Finding alternative ways of 
providing some kind of income is a must for many people.

Swooping through social media and the different online marketplaces, I encounter a lot of ‘one day wonders’ offering their self-tied flies for sale. Don’t get me 
wrong; I think this is a good thing. Unfortunately, most of these outfits don’t make a single buck, despite their best effort. In some cases the reason for their fail-
ure is easy to substantiate. In others, it is a bit more complicated. Reason enough for us to dive a bit deeper into the matter and hopefully help prospective fly sel-
lers on their way with these 5 tips.

5 TIPS

COVID-19 and how to start selling your self-tied flies in 5 simple steps

TIPS:
1. Create a presence for yourself before you offer your flies for sale
Creating a presence  through social media takes at least a few months. In our angling world a presence is built by catching big fish, or tying excellent flies, and showing them to the world. 
Please don’t make the mistake of tying flies that take hours to make. Such works of art are sometimes necessary to show your skills but don’t forget that common flies - meaning contraptions 
that people recognize as flies they can actually catch fish with - are what people will be buying mostly. 

2. Displaying your flies
Determine how to present your flies and stick to it. People are going to recognize it as your “handwriting”, which (also) creates a sense of reliability. 
For example, I like flies presented in what I consider a natural way (see photo 1) others will prefer a ‘studio setting’ (photo 2). A combination could work very well.
Note: this includes background color and layout, down to colour matching between photo sessions; level of post-processing (all pictures should have the same type and level of sharpening, blur-
ring, contrast enhancement etc. applied).



Photo: Peter Sikking
Fly tying: Marius Tollan



Photo: Peter Sikking
Fly tying: Marius Tollan

3. Specialize
Starting with a single type of fly, such 
as deer hair flies, not only makes your 
life easier but is often a quicker and 
better way to get noticed. 
4. Choose your stage
Social media (Facebook, Instagram) 
are accessible low cost media to ad-
vertize your products to a large group. 
Both have their own (paid) marketing 
and advertising tools. When allowed 
again, get invited to a fly fishing/tying 
fair or participate in contests.
5. Stand out
It is a fact that, in today's society, it 
is not always about what you have to 
offer (skills) but also how you present 
yourself and the product you want 
to sell. Being creative in the way you 
design your ‘brand’ can make a big 
difference and will enable you to stand 
out from the crowd.



Luca Barosselli



I have been fishing from a young age, and I’ve fished 
using many different techniques and approaches 
but it wasn’t until 2010 that I discovered fly fishing, 
and I fell in love with it. It quickly became my only 
passion. The following year, with the help of friends, 
I progressed to tying my first flies: both classics and 
moderns.

Ever since, with the help and support of noted tiers from Italy and Europe, I’ve strived to improve myself, 
refining my tying techniques and employing all the tips I could get. I totally immersed myself in this new 
magic world, with a lot of blood, sweat and tears, focusing mostly on the Italian style, of which Francesco 
Palù was a pioneer.

Luca Barosselli

https://www.instagram.com/luca_barosselli/


Luca Barosselli

Isoperla grammatica

Hook: Dohiku c211 #14  long
Body: seal fur pale olive
Rib: biot gold
Underwing: Swiss Cdc cdc pale yellow
Wings : raffia yellow, fix with Gulff superglue.
Legs and up wings: coq the leon yellow
Thorax: loop, hare yellow and snowshoose rabbit foot gold olive
Antenna: Coq the Leon
Thread: Textreme power thread



Luca Barosselli



Peter Sikking:

One of my favourite cinematographers is Rolf Nylinder. 
And when he teamed up for one of his films with Håvard 
Stubø, known among others from the band Jazz & Fly 
Fishing, they had a  conversation about the Ismo Puppan 
that struck home big time. 

Rolf more or less dismissed the idea of fishing with an 
Ismo Puppan, for the simple reason that fishing this pat-
tern resembles fishing a lure too much for his taste. After 
several shots, each showing Håvard catching a gorgeous 
big brown trout, all on an Ismo Puppan, Rolf gets second 
thoughts about what is and what is not acceptable as a fly.

THE CONTROVERSY
Ismo Puppan

Text: Fabien Moulin & Peter Sikking
Photography & fly tying: Fabien Moulin





Fabien Moulin:

Ismo Hyvärinen from Kiruna (Swedish Lapland) invented the 
Ismo puppan, and although it is sculpted from balsawood, and 
therefore may not fit everybody’s definition of a fly ;) it is one 
of my most successful and coveted dry flies. What can I say; it 
floats like there is no tomorrow (rain or shine) and catches fish 
when no other fly will.

Fishing the Ismo:
Most of the times I fish the Ismo puppan with some movement, 
but occasionally it is wise to just let it drift in the current. Often 
you will get an aggressive take the moment it lands on the wa-
ter,. The biggest fish I ever caught, only last year, was taken on 
an Ismo puppan.

As said, the Ismo puppan is made from balsawood. I put two 
links to step-by-step instructions below. You can make them in 
different colours and sizes, and for me personally, Ismo Pup-
porna can be little works of art that I thoroughly enjoy making. 
Whether large or small, they brought me more trout than any 
other dry fly. Furthermore, the Ismo, when tied correctly (with 
epoxy!), is above all a very durable fly.
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My name is Lucas Utrera, I’m 37 years old and I was born in Córdoba, Argentina, but currently I live in 
Miami, USA with my wife Angie and my little dog Annabel. I’m an industrial designer, art director and, 
of course, I am passionate about fly tying.

I started fly fishing, together with my father, in the mid-90s, when I was just 12 years old, and I only 
needed to watch a couple of flies being tied to be completely fascinated.

A few years later, I started participating in fly fishing shows, as well as writing fly tying articles in spe-
cialized magazines. Then, for a couple of years, I dabbled in commercial tying, which helped me hone 
my skills. 

At the beginning of 2000, I started to participate in tying competitions, specifically in the “Patent Pat-
tern Contest” of Fly fishing & Tying Journal magazine, in which I was to win several times. After this I 
started to tie special flies for collectors. 

After 25 years of tying flies, I have come to the conclusion that a fly is a handful of illusions tied to-
gether to a hook, with two very clear objectives: to catch a fish and to excite a person. 

Lucas is currently a member of the Ahrex, Gulff, Semperfli and Renomed pro teams.

ART GALLERY
Lucas Utrera

https://www.instagram.com/utreraflytying


Partridge size 12 Ideal Jig SUJ hook
UTC red medium wire
UTC black medium wire
Nature’s Spirit brown pheasant tail
Arizona simi-seal blood leech
Semperfli 12/0 black nano-silk
Firehole Outdoors Midnight red slotted tungsten bead



Caddis Larva

Hook: Ahrex FW521 size 14.
Thread: Semperfli Nano Silk 18/0 black.

Anal claw: Swiss CDC pale yellow.
Abdomen: Virtual Nymph Skin natural 3mm.

Thorax: Virtual Nymph Skin natural 3mm painted with Win-
sor&Newton Promarker saddle brown.

Legs: Pheasant tail fibers.
Head: Semperfli Nano Silk 18/0 black covered with Gulff Thinman.

Mandibles: Semperfli Natural Range Goose Biot brown olive.





Parasol Midge

Hook: Gamakatsu C12-BM, size 30.
Thread: Semperfli Nano Silk 20D 24/0 white.
Ribbing: SemperFlash Krystal pearl.
Abdomen: Semperfli Nano Silk 20D 24/0 white, painted 
with Winsor&Newton Promarker black and covered with 
Gulff Thinman.
Thorax: Semperfli Nano Silk 20D 24/0 white, painted 
with Winsor&Newton Promarker orange and covered 
with Gulff Thinman.
Parasol: 5x Fluorocarbon and Fl. Orange Poly Yarn.





Lucas Utrera
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Evgenii Borovin

How to

As you are undoubtedly aware, this magazine is about inspiring people, much more than taking them by the hand and 
guiding them through step by step tying instructions.
But for this step by step from Evgenii Borovin we gladly make an exception. His step by step about how to tie a decent slip 
wing is an inspiring journey.

DUCK
W

IN
G

https://www.instagram.com/borovin_e


For this technique we need the primary flight feathers, as identified in the picture; the first 3-4 primary feathers from each wing will be suitable. 
If you look at the feather from the underside (when considering its orientating in a wing during flight), you should be able to see a line. This line is due to the structure of the barbs, 

which are softer closer to the trailing edge of the feather, hard and elastic near the rachis (or feather stem). We should cut a feather slip so that the wing attachment point will coincide 
with this line, the transition from the soft part to the hard part, and the length of the soft part should be approximately the length of the hook shank – this will determine the size of the 

wing. [Note that this should thus be used to select and match feathers with hook sizes].



There are many winging techniques that will give you nice-looking wings, 
like the Wonderwing, the fan wing, the Wallywing, the split wing, etc. 

However today I will address an old and traditional winging technique - 
the slip wing. A striking example of this technique can be seen in the book 
"Floating Flies and how to dress them" by Frederic Michael Halford, writ-
ten in 1886, some 135 years ago.

This technique uses strips cut from the primary flight feathers of ducks, 
pheasants, starlings, or blackbirds, depending on fly size, as materials. 

We’ll start easy, with a relatively large fly using duck feathers. There are 
many suppliers that will sell paired wings, paired feathers or even bulk 
feathers (as in my version). It is even better if you know someone who 
hunts ducks, so you can stock up on these (and other) feathers during the 
season.

THE SLIP WING



We select a right and left feather of approximately 
the same shape and structure (this is more difficult 
to do when feathers are bought prepacked in bulk, 
rather than as a feather or wing pair). But in any case, 
even if you purchased a preselected feather pair, you 
should check the similarity of the ‘working area’ of 
the two feathers. 





We attach the tying thread some distance 
behind the eye, wind to about 1/3 of the hook 
shank and then bring the thread back to a posi-
tion about ¼ hook shank behind the eye. 
This will be our wing tie-in point. Note by the 
way that I wax my thread; the GSP thread that 
I use is quite slippery, so waxing it definitely 
helps in controlling our materials, especially 
before attaching critical components of the fly.

We cut two slips as outlined above, one from 
each feather.

We attach the slips to the hook shank with 
their dull undersides (as they were oriented in 
the duck’s wing) together, long edges down , 
tips pointing towards the eye. We use a pinch-
and-loop technique to secure the wing slips to 
the hook shank, making one and a half wraps, 
then tightening by pulling upwards (on the 
near side).
With the correct selection of feather slips and 
some practice in controlling the resulting wing, 
your wing slips should compress down without 
creating creases, stacking neatly.

Be sure to tie down the rest of the feather 
barbs towards the bend by about a millimeter, 
fixing the wing to the front part of the shank, 
onto the waxed thread bed – the wax will help 
keep the wing material in place. This will cre-
ate a short flat for the proximal abdoman and 
the thorax. base for wrapping the  thorax. At 
this stage, you can adjust minor imperfections 
in the alignment of the wings with the hook 
shank 

To get a nicely tapered body, we snip out 2-4 
feather barbs, then make a couple of wraps 
with the tying thread, repeating this opera-
tion until all barbs have been removed and we 
end up at the bend of the hook. Cutting off all 
barbs at once will create a distinctive step in 
the abdomen base, which will make it more 
difficult to create a smoothly tapered body. 



This is how our base looks like after finishing 
this step.

Untwist your tying thread (spin the bobbin 
holder) so your thread is flat, and bring the 
thread back to, and in front of, the tie-in point. 
Grab the feather slips and hold them upright 
with your left hand, than make a small thread 
dam in front of the wings to fix them in this 
upright position.

Then we spread the wings and make one or 
two figure-eight wraps around the wing bases 
with our tying thread, setting the wings in a ‘V’ 
shape when observed from the front (or rear) 
of the fly. 

We return the mounting thread to the begin-
ning of the bend and fix the tail.

Return the tying thread to the bend and tie in 
the tailing material. Do not  cut off the excess 
material right away – doing so would again cre-
ate a step, this time even in the wrong direc-
tion, but tie it down to just behind the wings.



Evgenii Borovin



HOOKED
GEAR TALK

In this issue of gear talk: 
Partridge Patriot Double
Fabien Moulin

I use this hook for salmon and sea trout flies in sizes 
4, 6, 8 and 10. 

The Partridge Patriot double is a great hook for tying 
hair flies or feather wing flies.

Note: always build up from the point (bend) of the 
hook.

When I need strength, durability and sharpness, it is 
my obvious choice.

 Double
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I grew up in the Alleghenies in Northwestern Pennsylvania, were I still reside. From a young age I 
have been connected to the wild here; going camping, hunting and fishing for as long as I can re-
member. There has always been a desire to understand or feel beyond those experiences, and a basic 
desire to just be outside in the elements.
 
I also have been an artist since I can remember. Always trying and finding a way to express myself in 
a variety of mediums; painting, drawing, carving, and writing. All of those things have brought me so 
much joy, but I still didn't feel as though I had completely found the medium that aligned with me 
completely. 
 
Fly fishing and all of its aspects are to me an artistic process no different than any other art form.  
It's a way of life, a way of thinking - and I could not feel more grateful to have found who I am. 
What is so fulfilling about this craft to me is the ongoing process of learning, understanding, applying 
and starting over. 

THE ALL NIGHT DINER
Bo Wentworth

Fly fishing and all of its aspects are to me, an artistic process no different than 
any other art form.

Yeah, yes, yes
Have I told ya
You could really get it on?
I was at an all night diner
The sign said, "Triple X"
But they were talking about root beer
I'm just sitting down
Thinking about nothing
Looking at the thin air
Breathing up the oxygen
Have I told ya
You could really get it on?

https://www.instagram.com/bo_wentworth


The flies that I tie are made out of necessity, the necessity to 
create art, and the necessity to create fishable flies. Some-

times both of those driving forces combine and align, The All 
Night Diner is a great example of this. 

Named after one of my favorite Modest Mouse songs, The All 
Night Diner is fun to tie as well as an effective dry fly. 



This pattern is a great example of how the tying of flies as art 
leads to new techniques for effective fishable patterns. I first 
tied this pattern late at night on a long project fly using a VK-
steelworks hook.

I tied a parachute post and added a few goose biots for extra 
dimension and aesthetic appeal on the back of a salmon fly. 

The idea then came to me to add goose biots in various co-
lours onto the parachute post for added visibility. Being able 
to use multiple colors like pink, orange, yellow, and blue on 
the same post allows the angler's eye to pick up the differen-
tiating colours more easily than a solid colour post. Though 
a solid colour material is certainly easier to tie or dye, the All 
Night Diner is easier to see deeper into the night. 



 
The flies pictured are tied with moose mane bodies, but can be 

tied with any body material or dubbing, to match whatever insect 
you are trying to replicate. 

The goose biots on the abdomen of the fly are tied to match the 
post for aesthetic appeal, but when tied for fishing,I will match 

the biots to the body material. 

The thorax is composed of peacock herl and can be substituted 
with any other material of your choosing. The parachute post pic-

tured is calf tail, which is a favorite material of mine, wrapped in 
Whiting Farms hackle.  

I hope this brings you some creative spark and inspiration.





Bo Wentworth

THE ALL NIGHT DINER



POPPER

HOW TO PAINT THEM

By Svend Diesel



Foam head popper flies are among my favorite flies to fish in the summer 
months. The anticipation of the explosion when you trick a fish with a popper 
is an indivisible part of the fly tying process for me. And it all starts with the 
foundation, the foam head. 



There are several foam heads sold commercially - such as Flymen’s 
Double Barrel, Flymen’s Howitzer, or Frankenfly’s Brain Dead Heads - 
that make the tying process far faster than when making your own.  

On the other hand there are tools and processes available to make 
your own popper heads in many, many shapes and sizes. Today I will 
be focusing on my experience in painting the heads, but more impor-
tantly protecting the time you invested in painting them.  

The sky is the limit when it comes to painting foam heads. There are 
many artists out there who do amazing work and there are many tools 
out there to assist you in painting them.  

I primarily use the Copic Air Brush system due to how easy it is to use, 
the minimal amount of overspray, and lack of solvent, so I can use it 
inside the house, even at my desk.  

When painting the heads, the rule of thumb is to start with lighter 
colors and progress to darker colors.  I have found the use of stencils, 
such as Kiley’s Stencil Kit or Hareline’s Pattern Coloring Patches, makes 
the process super fun and easy.  These hold up much better than items 
I can find around the house, but make sure to also have a normal comb 
handy, for adding barring stripes. There is no set color scheme, but in 
general I keep the bellies lighter and the backs darker.  



I am often asked why I secure the foam 
head to the hook first rather than shoving 

it on after tying the rest of the fly? It is 
simply to protect the paint job.  

Often when tying the fly and then gluing 
the foam head on, it is difficult to get the 

final coat to cover the head completely, 
particularly at the point where the ma-

terials meets the foam head. This allows 
water to penetrate between the final coat 

and the foam head which can potentially 
bleed the colours, resulting in a ruined 

paint job. 
I have ruined many custom painted heads 

this way. Mind you, those ruined heads 
will still fish well and catch fish. I just pre-

fer catching fish on beautiful flies :)



To protect the paint job, I have found three products, testing them over sever-
al years to see which I like best for ease of use and durability. All products have 
their pros and cons, and these are just the three I have found to suit my needs 
the best.

Raidzap flex is super easy to use, already comes with a brush applicator, and 
cures with a UV torch. I prefer to do one coat with a quick UV light cure, followed 
by a second coat and torch cure, after which I place it on a drying wheel out in 
the sun for 30 to 60 minutes. I have not found any cons yet besides the need to 
place it in the sun to achieve a full UV cure. 

Liquid Fusion is a great glue which remains very flexible after curing, and the 
clean up, when you get it on your hands, is super easy. 
I lightly coat the popper heads 2-3 times, allowing a full drying cycle in between 
coatings. The cons of Liquid Fusion are the time it takes each coat to dry (usually 
4 hours) and you also need to be careful when using it because making too many 
brush strokes can bleed or blend colours in my experience.

Flex Coat epoxy is the strongest of the three in my opinion, but the cons are that 
you must mix the epoxy before use, place the coated flies on a drying wheel over-
night, and spills and drips can create a right mess.

Protect



There are many other products out there, some better than 
others.  You will find that everyone has their opinion on which 
is best; as said, these are just the three I have found that will 
protect my paint jobs without cracking over time or from hit-
ting a rock or two or three.  

I can’t stress enough the importance of protecting your popper 
heads.  If you spend the time to be creative and make a piece 
of art to fish, you’d better protect it. 





Materials Needed: 
Hook: Needs to have a large gape, such as the Ahrex TP615 or 
Gamakatsu B10s
Thread: 6/0 or 3/0 to lay down a nice base for gluing on the 
foam head 
Foam head: Flymen’s Double Barrel, Flymen’s Howitzer, or Fran-
kenfly’s Brain Dead Popper
Glue: Super glue gel to adhere the foam head to the wrapped 
hook Shank
Paint: Lots of options, I prefer the Copic Airbrush system or 
Sharpies
Eyes: Sized to fit
Protection: Raidzap Flex, Flex Coat Epoxy, or Liquid Fusion

Tools Needed: 
Fly tying vise, Copic airbrush system, brushes, Kiley’s stencil kit, 
Hareline’s pattern coloring patches, comb, drying wheel, bodkin, 
bobbin holder, whip finishing tool, and Post-it notes or a doodle 
pad.  

Svend Diesel
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BE SOCIAL
A NEW MAGAZINE CAN USE ALL THE SUPPORT IT CAN GET.

ESPECIALLY IF MADE WITHOUT ANY BUDGET OR ADVERTISING AND SHARED FOR FREE!
THANK YOU IN ADVANCE. 

https://www.instagram.com/weareflyfishing


right...copyright......

We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright. 

It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under 
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on 
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the 
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.

INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM 

mailto:info%40weareflyfishing.com?subject=
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draadmagazine@weareflyfishing.com

get your customers hooked



NEXT MAGAZINE
somewhere in September 2021
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